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Abstract
In the paper will be presented some advances in procedures used for encryption and division of secret
data, as well as modern approaches for management of splitted information. Computer techniques
for secret information sharing aim to secure information against disclosure to unauthorized persons.
The paper will describe algorithms allowing for information sharing and secret parts distribution with
regards to the different accessing grants for particular persons. Presented protocol allows to prevent
insider treats and information leakage, while performing secret part distribution, and information
restoration.
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Introduction

Data security, information safety and authorisation have been a subject of research of cryptography,
mathematics and informatics, which tries to restrict access to various kinds of data [2, 3, 7]. The diversity
of this information was not only due to the contents of the different data sets [4, 5, 6], but also the others
features of these sets:
• size of the data sets;
• the form under which data was concealed:
– numerical sets,
– visual images,
– signals and sounds;
– biometrics, etc.
The main idea of cryptography was the data concealing and authorized. These processes were thus to
guard access to data in the best possible way so that these data sets would not be send, transferred,
disclosed or used by individuals not authorised to do so. These situation implied creation and use a new
solution in those scientific field started promoting where methods of concealing of the data sets: coding
it, encrypting it, guarding access to information/data.
Every new solution in cryptography was presented as algorithmically and computationally secure, but
only to the time when a new solution were created. For example of algorithms based on the use of
cryptographic keys dedicated for encrypting or decrypting processes, security consisted in ensuring that
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the key could not be broken and the key could not be taken over by a unauthorized person.
If the cryptographic keys used in cryptographic protocols were taken over, the entire information could
be disclosed. Thus a search a new, the better and more secure solutions started. A new solution was
data splitting and sharing algorithms and protocols were included in the group of algorithms protecting
information sets from disclosure.
Data splitting and sharing algorithms are based on coding data sets into a binary form and then splitting
these coded data sets among a selected group of individuals each of whom receives a share of the split
parts of secret data. In order to reconstruction the data secret, all parts of the secret must be combined
and the information decoded.
Information splitting algorithms require all parts of the secret owners to put together their shares to
reproduce the divided information/data. This cryptographic protocol creates a risk, because losing even
one share of the secret part will make it impossible to divide the split data. The same situation is if even
a single part of the secret trustee objects to reproducing the dividing data sets.
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Secure Distribution Protocols for Information Management

Cryptographic algorithms of data splitting and sharing divide information between a group of secret
trustees. These groups were selected at the processes of definition of the algorithms. In these algorithms,
a trustee of secret holds one of n shares of the divided secret data into which secret information I has
been divided. The stage of dividing secret information and distributing it among process participants is
thus the same in both secret splitting and sharing algorithms.
Secret information I is divided between n process trustee of secret. Every participant of those algorithms
receives one of n shares of the divided secret information. Every part of secret information alone is
useless. Thus disclosing a single part of the divided secret information poses no threat to the security of
the entire secret information I. Trustees of the part of secret information store theirs parts of the global
information I until it becomes necessary to reproduce and disclose it. This process differs for information
splitting and sharing protocols.
Data splitting protocols require combining all n shares of the split secret information to reproduce this
secret data. If shares combined are less then n, the secret information I will not be reproduced.
Information sharing protocols require combining a certain parts of secret information m < n to reproduce
secret information I. Thus it’s necessary to combine only selected parts of secret shares (m) to reproduce
the secret information I. The number of m required to reproduce secret I depends on which one data
sharing scheme is chosen. Those solutions are known as (m, n)-threshold schemes [1, 8, 10], where:
• n – the number of shares into which secret information I will be divided,
• m – the number of shares absolutely required to reproduce secret I.
The operating principles of the information splitting (Fig. 1) and sharing (Fig. 2) algorithms are presented below.
To reproduce information, splitting algorithms require that all shares of the split secret be combined,
while data sharing algorithms only require a selected number of them. From the point of view of information management, data sharing algorithms are more convenient for efficient management [9, 11].
They make it possible to reproduce the information without all trustees of the secret having to participate.
Even if some secret trustees are excluded, the shared message can still be reproduced, which would be
impossible in a data splitting algorithm. If a selected share of the secret is accidentally or intentionally
obtained in data splitting algorithms and thus poses the threat that the secret information will be revealed
to unauthorised individuals, there is the danger that the information may be revealed in an uncertain
2
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Figure 1: Information splitting algorithm.

Figure 2: Information sharing algorithm.
situation. In the case of information sharing algorithms, it is possible to exclude a suspected or just unreliable person whose loyalty is in any doubt. Cryptographic protocols on secure data sets the basic data
sharing procedures include one of the cryptographic algorithms, for example [10, 12, 13]:
• Shamir’s algorithm;
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• Tang’s algorithm;
• Lagrange’s interpolation polynomial algorithm.
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Managing Secret Shared Strategic Data in Hierarchical and Layered
Structures

Managing strategic data is usually equated with important data being managed by persons authorised to
access it while ensuring complete security of this data. Strategic data, as a type of secret data, is not
disclosed to broad groups of recipients. They are only known to small groups of individuals and their
complete confidentiality is reserved. Thus, in managing this type of data, there is always the danger that
someone could get hold of this data and disclose it to unauthorised individuals. Data sharing protocols
are an effective protection against someone obtaining this data.
The method by which data sharing algorithms work is associated with the operation of (m, n)-threshold
schemes which split data sets into n equal shares, of which any m, once combined, allow the shared
secret to be reproduced.
The divided secret may have any content, so it is better to share strategic data. Strategic data may comprise economic figures, i.e. the financials of the company, organisation action strategy, intelligence data,
design or logistical information.
Economic and financial data stored in the numerical form, which is very easy for unauthorised individuals to steal, has been selected for this analysis. This type of data is known to selected groups of people
in individual enterprises, so an efficient process for managing this data has a direct impact on the correct
operation and growth of the enterprise. Thus ensuring the security of systems for managing company
financial data is the most important job in processes of strategic information management within an enterprise.
The method of dividing data within a selected group of trustees of strategic data depends on the structure
of the organisation, enterprise or institution to which it is dedicated [14]. A hierarchical and a layered
division are distinguished the most often [11].
The hierarchical division of strategic data is possible in structures which have this nature. The hierarchical nature of the structure within which information is divided can thus be a driver of the method of data
sharing (Fig. 3).
In a hierarchical structure, information is shared independently at each hierarchical level, while the
shared secret is reproduced by the trustees of the shares of divided information from a higher level.
Figure 3 shows information division at three different layers of the organisation. In the highest layer of
general management, a single person can reproduce the information. In contrast, in lower layers, the
shared secret is reproduced by two out of four protocol participants. This is thus an example of the
operation of a (2, 4)-threshold scheme.
The same method of sharing data applies in layered information sharing (Fig. 4).
The method of data reproduction forms a significant difference between information sharing within
a hierarchical and a layered structure. In a layered structure, the secret is shared within individual layers
in an independent way. Thus, within each layer, data is share independently of any other layer, while the
shared information can be reproduced by combining the selected number of secret shares.
Figure 4 shows how, in the superior layer, the information can be individually reproduced by company
management. Within the subordinate layer, a (2, 4)-threshold sharing scheme is presented, whereas in
the lowest layer, a (3, 5)-threshold sharing is shown. In each layer, the method of operation is similar.
It’s also data decoding in interpenetrating structure. If part of the secret data is impossible to obtain, than
it’s possible to data decoding by the participants of the different level (in hierarchical structure) or layer
4
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Figure 3: Information sharing in hierarchical structure.

Figure 4: Information sharing in layered structure.
(in layered structure). This situation presents fig. 5.
The secret information is coded into a binary form in order to protect the contents of data that will
be shared. Then, the coded information is divided between protocol participants within different layers
according to the selected (m, n)-threshold scheme. In order to reproduce the information, it is necessary
to combine m selected secret shares (bearing in mind that m takes different values in different layers).
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Figure 5: Information sharing in interpenetrating layered structure.
Then, the combined information can be read after it has been decoded. Hence, secret data is protected in
the process of information sharing by the following means:
• the process of coding data into a binary form;
• the secret division between trusted trustees (by using the selected algorithms);
• the complete uselessness of a single obtained share of the secret;
• the ability to eliminate an unwanted secret shareholder.

4

Conclusion

Secure distribution protocols used for restoring secret information may use different accessing grants.
The main access of these protocols and algorithms are managing strategic enterprise data. This solution
implies that the complete confidentiality and security of the data stored, analysed and transferred must
be ensured. Such processes are supported by the use of algorithms for data splitting and sharing, which
ensure that secret data sets is already secure at the stage of the preliminary strategic information division
process. In secret sharing processes we use (m, n)-threshold schemes for sharing secret information ensures the security of the divided secret and its distribution between individual trustees of the secret. That
solution significantly improves processes of secret data management.
Dividing secret information between appointed trustees of individual shares of the secret makes it possible to manage data sets in a secure way, enabling this secret to be stored and sent without the risk that
the loss of one share would cause the entire secret data to be declassified.
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